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  In the heart of Champagne, Marina Holyder is a friendly 

  2 stars resort on the shore of the Der Lake 

   Marina Holyder resort is a quiet place for resting or holidaying and yet is close 

   to many leisure or sport activities. The area is ideal for nature lovers, waterfowl  

   photographing, sailing, fishing, hiking, cycling, and is exceptional  as a base for  

   touring in Champagne vineyard, on Charles de Gaulle footsteps, architectural  

   (timber framed houses and churches) or photographic trips. 

Marina Holyder resort offers 

43 private cottages or semi-

detached gites by the shore of 

the largest artificial lake in 

Europe: lake Der (4800 ha).  

 

Marina Holyder welcomed over 

17.200 guests in its cottages in 2014. 

Prices begin from 399 € - 669 € per 

week for a gite sleeping 4 people, up to 599 € - 949 € per week for the largest cottage 

sleeping 8 (with mezzanine, extra room and bath), depending on the season. 

COMFORTABLE COTTAGES 

In the Marina Holyder village guests don’t live in a 

hotel room but in their own comfortable well-equipped 

cottage: TV set, kitchenette with fridge, freezer, 

dishwasher, coffee-maker, microwaves oven, garden 

furniture set etc. And of course shower cubicle or bath. 
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From the very beginning, these cottages, built in 

unspoilt countryside, were designed for relaxation, 

comfort and simply enjoying life.  

The painted wooden shutters, pastel colours and 

wooden interiors create a naturally warm feeling that 

make guests feel comfortable.   

A PRIVATE VILLAGE VERY CLOSE TO 

NATURE 

Guests cannot fail to be seduced by the charm of this 

very private village.  

Surrounded by nature, the Marina Holyder resort 

adjoins a picnic area, a playground for children and has 

direct access to the beach with no road or lane to cross. 

Traffic is forbidden in the village, cars can be parked in 

a large carpark alongside the resort. 

THAT’S NOT ALL 

In addition, a relaxation area in the resort’s reception 

offers a private heated swimming pool, Hammam, 

sauna, Jacuzzi, terrace, Wi-Fi, tennis table, snack-bar, 

parlour games and rooms for family get-togethers. 

 

 

 

Other actiivities near the resort include a tree climbing 

Adventure Park and a mini-golf, and at the nearby 

Marina Holyder a sailing school, windsurfing, fishers’ 

house, tourist office, casino and restaurants can all be 

found. It’s also possible to rent boats (pedal, sailing or 

motor) and bikes. A 37 km hiking and biking path goes 

all round the lake. There is always something to do or 

see along its 77 km of banks. 

      

DAY TRIPS FROM MARINA HOLYDER  

BIRD WATCHING 

Thanks to deep water and freshwater marshes, the 

Der LAKE is an internationally recognized natural 

paradise for waterfowl (314 species) and keen 

ornithologists.  
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Marina Holyder organizes personalized bird 

watching tours around the lake with a professional 

ornithologist to discover sedentary or migratory 

birds, especially iconic species and rare species, 

depending on the season. Tours are 3, 4, 6 or 8 hours 

in length with a maximum of 4 people for the 

“Formula Premium”. 

Those who are not afraid of getting up early can join a crane watching tour and 

observe the mass rising of this great migratory birds from the lake’s waters at first 

light. The tour include rambling in the surrounding “Champagne bocage” 

ecosystem, spotting other species of migratory birds, discovering the fauna and 

flora of the lake and the history of its creation, including 3 villages that were 

submerged in the process. The specialized guide will supply bird watching 

equipment. 

ARCHITECTURE 

A day in the lake surrounding area: visiting some of 

the unique half-timbered churches, and a local 

Champagne producer with commented tastings. The 

excursion include lunch, and 2 hours sailing on the 

lake with a yacht master.                  

TASTING ONBOARD 

The sailing cruise on the lake with a yacht master 

enables visitors to explore the lake on a Kelt 6.20 

sailing boat whilst taking part in sailing maneuvres. 

The cruise includes a commented tasting of different 

wines and Champagne on board. Cruises varies from 

1,5 to 3 hours.      

 

CHAMPAGNE VINEYARD     

This beautiful day trip from Marina Holyder allow 

the guests to immerse themselves in the vineyard of 

Champagne, discovering the permitted grape 

varieties, the famous “Avenue de Champagne”, (the 

Champs-Elysées of Champagne and the most expansive avenue in France). The 

excursion include lunch in a classified village, and a guided tour of the village of 

Hautvillers, where the legendary monk Dom Perignon lived and worked. The day 

concludes with a visit of a producer’s winery including tasting. 
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ON THE FOOTSTEPS OF CHARLES DE 

GAULLE  

After visiting a Champagne producer with a 

commented tasting session followed by lunch in a 

village, this excursion then takes visitors to 

Colombey-les-deux-Eglises, the village loved by 

Charles de Gaulle. Visit the great general’s country 

home “La Boisserie”), his grave in the village churchyard and the impressive 

Visitors’ Centre dedicated to his life and work, the “Mémorial Charles de Gaulle”.  

 

TRAINING SESSIONS FROM MARINA HOLYDER 

LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY 

A day spent with a professional photographer 

specialist in Der area. Picture composition, 

respecting or infringing the rules. Perspective, 

viewpoint, shapes and colours and the language of 

pictures. From 2 to 8 people.      

MACROPHOTOGRAPHY 

A day spent with a professional photographer 

specialized in the fauna and flora of the Der. How 

to choose accessories. Light control. Hyper macro, 

focus stacking. How to take pictures of insects. 

Tricks and bypass. From 2 to 8 people.      

FRIENDLY OENOLOGICAL CONTESTS 

Prizes can be won at these festive contests which 

include a quiz and a blind wine (or champagne) 

tasting session. The event takes place in the Marina 

Holyder lounge.  

 

 

TRIPS, LEISURE AND ACTIVITIES THAT CAN BE 

ORGANIZED BY ONESELF      

ARCHITECTURE TOUR 

 Discover the half-timbered houses and churches in 

the lake area, and especially the “village museum” 

where some of the houses and the church of 
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Nuisement aux Bois, one of the small villages that was drowned by the creation 

of the lake, have been rebuilt 

PEDAL BOAT HIRING 

There    are   several   places 

around where pedal boat can 

be hired. 

 

TREE CLIMBING 

A tree climbing Adventure 

Park is located very near to 

Marina Holyder 

HORSE-RIDING 

There are several horse-riding centers round the 

lake. The national stud farm at Montier-en-Der, 8 kilometers from the Marina 

Holyder can also be visited.  

 

WINDSURFING HIRING AND TRAINING 

SESSIONS. 

There are some very nice spots for windsurfing all 

over the lake, making it a paradise for nautical 

sports lovers. 

 MINI-GOLF 

Near Marina Holyder, the mini-golf offers relaxation 

activity for all ages with family or friends. 

 

CYCLING 

Whether using their own bike or 

hired bikes guest can cycle 37 km 

around the lake or choose other 

cycling path in the Der area. 

Specially adapted bikes for taking along disable people are available. 
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LITTLE TRAIN 

A commented tour (in French) 

along the dikes explains the history 

of the creation of the lake, how the 

reservoir works; highlights fauna 

and flora of the area and gives and 

overview of the history of the Der.  

ELECTRIC BOAT CRUISE 

This boat trip on the Der takes 

visitors around the lake’s harbours 

and beaches, and gives great 

opportunities for    watching seasonal 

waterfowl.  Of course, the history of 

the creation of the lake and the 3 submerged villages is also explained. 

     

MOTOR BOATS, ELECTRIC BOATS OR 

SAILING BOATS TO LET 

There are several places around the lake where 

guests of Marina Holyder can hire a choice of boats, 

by the hour or per day.  

FISHING 

The Der Lake is a 

mecca for day or night 

fishing. There are 

monsters in this lake: 

carps up to 1,15 

meters, giant pikes, 

silurids over 2 meters… 

Fishing license are 

available by the day, night 

or week. 

CASINO 

In 2015, the nautical station 

of Giffaumont offers a 

brand new casino, including gaming rooms, bar and restaurant. 
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   AND WHAT ELSE in GIFFAUMONT?    

Climbing wall, tennis, rental segways, mini-cars carousel for children, tandems, 

sailing school, basket-ball, rental sailing dinghies, kayaks, stand up paddles, 

kiteboards, paintball, bird observation post, fishing guides, rental small fishing 

boats, mini park “toons land” for young children, trampoline bungee, rental 

“solex”, geocaching, numerous local crafts, apiculture exhibition… 

AND WHAT ELSE A BIT FURTHER? 

Castles, museums, stud farm, industrial tourism, Hector Guimard cast iron tour, 

Metallurgic Park, foundries, microlight or private plane  first flight above the lake 

(3 aerodromes), vineyards, Aube lakes, Orient Forest Regional Natural Park, 

Napoleon museum, educational farm, bowling, 9 holes golf course etc…  

 

 DISABLED PEOPLE ACCESS 

5 of the Marina Holyder gites are especially fitted for 

wheelchair access with furniture at the appropriate height, larger 

bedroom and shower room permitting wheelchairs to turn 

around. The spa is also accessible by wheelchairs, as are of 

course the reception desk and the snack-bar. 

Marina Holyder 11, Presqu’île de Rougemer Station Nautique, 

51290 GIFFAUMONT-CHAMPAUBERT  

Resort management : direction@marina-holyder.com  

Telephone : + 33 3 26 72 84 04  Head office chairman@marina-holyder.com  

Media contact: Andre PICARD presse@marina-holyder.com  

Facsimile: +33 3 68 38 78 28 

To learn more about Marina Holyder please visit marina-holyder.com/en 
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